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Joe Dillard is a two million copy bestselling series.Joe Dillard is a two million copy bestselling series.

A Supreme Court Justice is found cut into pieces in the back of a pick-up truck.

Three other judges have already gone missing.

In the eighth installment of Scott Pratt's bestselling Joe Dillard Series, Dillard is hired to represent the man driving

the pick-up. As Dillard delves into the case, he comes to believe his client is not guilty. But who is? Who has been

kidnapping and killing judges all over the state of Tennessee? The search for that answer leads Dillard and his friend,

Sheriff Leon Bates, down a path so dark and so dangerous to a villain so evil, it will change both Joe and Leon forever

-- if they manage to survive.

"If you like Reacher, the Lincoln Lawyer, Jake Brigance and Paul Madriani, you'll be excited to meet Joe Dillard!" --

Amazon Five-Star Review

"I predict it won't be long before you see Scott Pratt's name mentioned with Lee Child, Michael Connelly, John

Grisham, and Steve Martini when critics talk about legal/crime fiction." --Amazon Five-Star Review

"Every bit as good as Grisham! Superb characterization, suspense, drama." --Amazon Five-Star Review
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"I love the Dillard Series by Scott Pratt. As a retired attorney who practiced transactional law and not civil or

criminal litigation, I appreciate the way Scott reveals the tension between defense attorneys and prosecutors, the

prejudices of both toward each other, the Judge, and law enforcement." --Amazon Five-Star Review
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